Tennis
1 Screen and Windbreak
1|

Screen and
windbreak

2 Snap Hook Set

Characterised by its reinforced outer edg- 60 replacement snap hooks for tennis
es, double stitching and punched eyelets. court screen and windbreak 1|.
Made from 100% polyethylene, UV resist- 71 152 1519 
Set
ant. Approx. 220 g/m² in light and dark
green colours. Standard sizes: 6x2 m,
12x2 m or 18x2 m. Includes galvanised
snap hooks.
5-year
71 137 0153 6x2 m, dark green
Each
guarantee
71 137 0124 12x2 m, dark green
Each
71 137 0140 18x2 m, dark green
Each

Easily connected to
other panels

3 Tennis Court Drag Net,
approx. 5.4 kg

3

Made of extra heavy material.
Size 2x1.5 m, with an integrated doublesided wooden pull bar and tow line. This
drag net is very effective due to its weight.
71 137 0704 
Each

4
7 Tennis Umpire’s Chair

44 In 2 sizes

Made from light alloy. Proven design with
stable ladder and plastic bottom caps.
6 Match Pointer
The red bucket seat is anatomically
5 Tennis Court Brush
shaped and UV-resistant. Space-saving
4 Tennis Court Drag Mat
Working width 200 cm, consists of 4 inter- Robust and weatherproof scoreboard
made from UV-resistant plastic with rust- storage and easy to transport. Includes
Drag mat made from individual plastic
changeable brushes of 50 cm in length.
proof fittings. Scoreboard on both the
plastic clipboard. Seat height approx.
parts, wear resistant and weatherproof.
Aluminium pull bar and frame with semi
Ideally suited for court levelling and leaf
circular spacers that prevent snagging on front and rear. Easily legible numbers and 1.92 m. Up to 100 kg maximum weight.
simple to use. Available in 2 sizes.
5-year guarantee!
removal. Comes with aluminium pull bar
the net, plastic bristles, for maintenance
71 137 4214 65x46 cm
Each 71 137 4302 
Each
and tow line. LxWxH: 185x75x1.5 cm.
of damp courts, ideal for loosening.
Each Approved by Intertek, certificate no.: 07STP3051-03
71 137 1707 
Each 71 137 0629 
Each 71 137 4227 96x65 cm

Tennis net posts
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8 Aluminium Tennis Net Posts,
ø 83 mm

Round, comply with DIN EN 1510.
GS-certified. Made from aluminium with
internal reinforcement, ø 83 mm. Covering
caps, net holding rods and light alloy
ground sockets included. Easy to use
thanks to internal tensioning mechanism.
Anodised matt silver.
71 137 4504 
Pair
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14 |

13 |

Approved by Intertek, certificate no.: 07STP3053-03

9 Aluminium Tennis Net Posts,
80x80 mm

Square, comply with DIN EN 1510,
GS-certified. Made from thick-walled special aluminium tubing, 80x80mm. With
rounded edges. Same accessories included as with 8|. Made from aluminium.
71 137 4403 
Pair

15 |

Top rated

Approved by Intertek, certificate no.: 07STP3053-03

10 Single Net Supports

sport-thieme.com

Made from aluminium, can be set at the
regulation height for singles matches.
71 137 2407 
Pair

Accessories
11 Youth Marking Line, Stage 2

This rubber marking line is non-slip and
UV-resistant. Set of 2 base and 2 side
lines, specially designed for children’s
training. Also includes ground anchors
and a handy storage bag.
71 137 3035 
Each

12

136

Very strong and stable design. The steel
base is coated with plastic. Without backrest, hence can be used from both sides.
3 plastic bench legs, 5 multi-chamber
profile slats. 200 cm long, 16 kg, white.
71 137 4009 
Each

15 ‘Freiburg’ Tennis Court
Bench

With backrest. Made of weatherproof
plastic. Particularly stable design with adFor youth tennis. To lower the net in the
ditional reinforcement in the central
Can be used from both sides as without
middle to the stipulated height. Made
bench area. Can be dismantled. 2 plastic
backrest. Very comfortable. 2 plastic
from nylon, with adjustable loops and
bench legs, 5 multi-chamber profile slats. legs, 9 multi-chamber profile slats.
snap hooks. L: 1.83 m.
150 cm long, 15 kg, white.
150 cm long, 12 kg, white.
71 136 9117 
Each 71 137 4025 
Each
Each 71 137 4100 

12 Net Tape
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13 ‘Stuttgart’ Tennis Court
Bench

Sophie wrote:
“Is being used in a
rehabilitation clinic in the
swimming pool. Excellently suited to that.”

14 ‘Munich’ Tennis Court Bench

Please contact us for prices and shipping costs.

